
Please answer the following, explaining how your chapter would 

mentor and support a Ray Aviation Scholarship recipient. 

1. How would your chapter support a scholarship recipient throughout ground 
school? 

Chapter 110 has organized a Ray Scholarship Committee (“Committee”) to work with the 
Ray Scholarship Coordinator (“Coordinator”) in mentoring the scholarship recipient 
(“Scholar”) towards the successful passing of the FAA knowledge test in accordance with 
FAR Part 61. This Committee will work closely with the Scholar's flight instructor in this 
endeavor to ensure the Scholar possesses the knowledge, ability to manage risks, and skill 
consistent with the privileges of the Private Pilot Certificate in order to act as Pilot-in-
command (“PIC”). 
 
Our Committee will communicate clear expectations for the recipients’ home-study with a 
syllabus coordinated with a calendar that will keep our Scholars on track to sit for the FAA 
Written Knowledge Exam within 18-24 weeks from the beginning of their training. The study 
materials used will include the Pilot's Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge, the Airplane 
Flying Handbook, the Federal Aviation Regulations/Aeronautical Information Manual 
(“FAR/AIM”) and probably a commercially available online instruction and test prep package 
based on the Scholars’ and Certified Flight Instructors’ (“CFI”) preference. The home study 
will consist of chapter reading assignments and end of chapter quizzes. Our Committee will 
meet with our Scholars at regularly scheduled times to discuss the material. Through these 
regularly scheduled sessions, in coordination with the CFI, we will help ensure the student 
has the appropriate knowledge, experience, and information to pass the FAA knowledge 
test. 
 
We have a very active hanger environment at Bowman Field, (KLOU), and will invite our 
Scholars and CFIs to participate in any or all of the numerous "Hangar Flying" chat sessions 
held throughout the week. As a Chapter, we love to fire up the grill and socialize around the 
topic of aviation. Our members are made up of pilots from every walk of life including private 
pilots, recreational pilots, airline transport pilots, military pilots, air traffic controllers, flight 
instructors, balloonists, Radio Control (“RC”) airplane operators, recreational and commercial 
Drone operators, and even several non-pilot aviation enthusiasts. If it flies, one of our 
members has probably flown it or could fly it. The aviation knowledge and insights shared by 
this diverse group of aviation enthusiast is invaluable to all who participate and always a lot 
of fun. 
  

2. How would your chapter support a scholarship recipient throughout flight 
training? 

Our Committee will coordinate with the scholarship recipients’ CFIs’ on a regular basis to 
ensure our Scholars are progressing at a suitable pace to successfully complete flight 
training within the 12 months Ray Aviation Scholarship guidelines. 
 
Our Scholar will be expected to file a "Training Flight Report" (“TFR”) with our Coordinator 
after each flight lesson, which will then be discussed with the flight instructor on 
predetermined meeting dates. The TFR will be tailored specifically for the Scholar recipient 
by the Coordinator with reference to the Airman Knowledge Test Report (“AKTR”) along with 
the FAA Airman Certification Standards (“ACS”) and will consist of: 
 



1. WX conditions, including ceilings and winds at the surface and at 3000' aloft, 
2. Flight Maneuvers introduced, re-enforced and practiced in accordance with FAA ACS, 
publication FAA-S-ACS-6B. 
3. The number of landings. 
 
Several "self-evaluations" will be required for the Scholar to enter into the "Training Flight 
Report". These "self-evaluations" will be determined by the Scholar in consultation with the 
CFI during the debriefing portion of the lesson. There will be a CFI comments section for a 
written statement regarding the knowledge, risk management, flight proficiency, and 
operational skill accomplishments and deficiencies of the Scholar to be noted. Goals and 
expectations for the next lesson are to be included. The Scholar’s level of knowledge on the 
subject will be based on a scale of 1-10 and will include information such as: 
 
1. How prepared was the Scholar for the flight lesson? 
2. Did the Scholar read and comprehend the appropriate Pilot's Handbook chapter prior to 
the lesson? 
3. Did the Scholar read and comprehend the appropriate ACS, including the corresponding 
Tasks and Objectives stating what the student should know, consider and/or do from the 
ACS Handbook? 
4. Did the Scholar complete weight and balance, weather briefing and other preflight 
preparation and procedures prior to the lesson? 
5. During the flight, did the Scholar properly aviate, navigate and communicate as required?  
6. Were responses in emergency operations training appropriately executed? 
7. Was proper airspeed maintained in each leg of the pattern prior to landing?  
8. Was glide slope acquisition accurate and consistent?  
9. Was the landing flare and crosswind control properly executed on landings? 
10. Were all required checklists appropriately completed in all phases of the flight? 
 
These reports will be filed by the CFI with the Chapter 110 Ray Scholarship Coordinator and 
will be archived with the Chapter Secretary.  
  

3. How would your chapter engage a scholarship recipient with the local chapter? 
(I.e. volunteer duties, unique aviation activities, etc.) 

EAA Chapter 110 will engage our recipient in dynamic ways and, in fact, we see the Ray 
Aviation Scholarship as a tremendous opportunity for our chapter to re-engage less active 
members, attract new, younger and more diverse members, and generally provide additional 
energy and opportunity for the Louisville area aviation community. 
 
RAY AVIATION SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT JOURNAL AND/OR BLOG: 
Our chapter is comprised of talented, educated and generous people from all walks of life. 
These members are highly motivated to share aviation with all who show interest. The 
Chapter currently has numerous active build projects where our Scholars will be welcome to 
visit and contribute time and effort to these projects. Regardless of any involvement level, 
our Scholar recipients will be coached to approach our members and ask about their projects 
and document this interaction in a "journal" that will become a record of chapter member's 
projects. Our members are always willing to provide a project briefing to any aviation 
enthusiast.  
 
There is potential here for a blog that might follow a Ray Scholarship Recipient from the 
award presentation through ground school training, project involvement, fly-out participation, 
primary flight training, solos, cross country planning and execution, and ultimately a 
successful check ride with the FAA designated examiner. A page will also be dedicated to 



the Scholars progress on the Chapter website to entice other young aviation enthusiasts to 
participate. Our Scholars will be expected to provide an oral report on their activities and 
progress at our regular monthly Chapter 110 meetings. 
 
YOUNG EAGLES: 
EAA Chapter 110 has a robust Young Eagles program where we schedule as many as 
seven events per year. These events draw an average of 50 young men and women and our 
Scholars will be expected to participate in these events by being front and center to explain 
the Young Eagle program, the free EAA student membership, showing the participants how 
to sign up for and navigate the Sporty's Flight Training website, marshaling Young Eagles to 
their assigned airplanes, greeting them upon return and extending a personal invitation to 
our next Chapter meeting. 
 
As our Scholars progress in their flight training, we expect them to assist the Young Eagle 
pilots to explain what will happen during the flight and complete a preflight inspection of the 
airplane. 
 
RECREATIONAL AVIATION FOUNDATION (“RAF”): 
The RAF Kentucky State Liaison is a member of EAA Chapter 110, promoting the national 
organization's mission of preservation, maintenance, and creation of public-use grass 
airstrips for recreational access. Our Ray Scholarship recipient will be welcomed into the fold 
to help set up and participate in the multiple fly-out events held at grass strips throughout the 
region for all pilots to enjoy. 
 
KENTUCKY VOLUNTEER AVIATORS (“KVA”): 
The KVA was formed in January of 2011 be EAA Chapter 110 members to serve the 
Kentucky Commonwealth with emergency response needs. Private aircraft are used for 
search and rescue, surveillance, and emergency medical transportation when ground routes 
are unavailable. The KVA works with state and national agencies including the Kentucky 
State Police, the Kentucky Air National Guard, several County Sheriff's Departments, and 
the Civil Air Patrol. Our Scholars will be invited to participate as a spotter with the KVA and 
will be invited to participate in any and all coordinating activities. 
 
THE BOWMAN FIELD HERITAGE FESTIVAL: 
Bowman Field was established in 1919 and has the distinction of being the longest 
continuously operating commercial airport in the United States. The Bowman Field Heritage 
Festival began in 2015 with a mission "To Preserve and Promote Bowman Field and its 
Aviation and Military Heritage and to make it a great place for the public and aviators to visit, 
experience, learn from and enjoy." The Festival has grown in attendance three years running 
and EAA Chapter 110 plays a huge role in its success with three of its Chapter members 
sitting on the planning committee. The Chapter members participate in and support the two-
day event by manning booths with aircraft building skills demonstrations and by helping with 
rides on the EAA Ford Tri-Motor, vintage warbirds, vintage aircraft, and rotary-wing aircraft 
while promoting EAA and its benefits in general. As we near our 100th anniversary at 
Bowman Field, our young Scholars will be involved in the planning and implementation 
phases of this Festival. 
 
FLIGHT CLUB 502 and PROJECT RV-12 BUILD: 
Our EAA Chapter members are actively involved with a local youth aviation club called Flight 
Club 502 and the Project RV-12 Build, which encompasses various aspects of aviation; 
building, testing and flying airplanes. The goal of this youth flight club is to inspire lifelong 
success in its young members by incorporating aviation and STEM subjects as the 
springboard. Our Ray Scholar recipient is a natural fit with the Flight Club 502 organization 
objectives.  



 
Flight Club 502 and the Project RV-12 Build project group are working together on two major 
projects with a common goal to promote aviation with youth across the United States, and to 
do so with local EAA Chapter involvement. 
 
1. The RV12 Build members are constructing an airplane for use by everyone associated 
with Flight Club 502, and it will be used as part of the Club’s second major project, Flight 
Across America. 
2. Flight Across America is a dream flight for Flight Club 502 members to spread the word on 
how an organization such as theirs can be formed in other airport communities. Club 
members plan to coordinate a nationwide outreach program with EAA chapters to allow high 
school students to pursue aviation opportunities they might not otherwise have access to. A 
group of members will drive and fly to major cities across the United States to explain the 
mission statement and explain how the program has worked successfully in Louisville, KY. 
 
  

4. How would your chapter keep the scholarship recipient engaged with your 
chapter's activities, after completing flight training? 

EAA Chapter 110 Ray Scholarship Recipients will become EAA Scholar Members of our 
Chapter for free through the age of 19. With the continued benefits gained from ongoing 
relationships with our diverse aviation membership and involvement in all future Chapter 
activities, we believe the Scholar will quickly see the benefit of staying actively engaged in 
Chapter 110.  
 
A few ideas from our membership to further engage our Scholars after completing flight 
training include: 
 
1. Having the Scholar conduct FAR/AIM trivia sessions at regular Chapter meeting. 
2. Encouraging participation in our local EAA IFR and VMC Clubs meetings. 
3. Become a Young Eagle pilot. 
4. Continued participation in the numerous chapter fly-out opportunities. 
5. Active involvement with EAA affiliated groups at Bowman Field. 
 
Scholars will be encouraged to continue their flight training by pursuing instrument, 
commercial and CFI ratings. Some Scholars will need additional funding for this advanced 
training and it is the intent of our Ray Scholarship Coordinator to establish a "Post-Scholar 
Advanced Training Initiative" to facilitate these funding efforts, which can be accomplished in 
various ways.  
 
There are employment opportunities at Bowman Field (KLOU), Louisville International 
(KSDF), and other local employers in the area. Our chapter members are affiliated with or 
know the owners and/or management teams, personally, of many local successful firms.  
 
There are also additional scholarships available nationally and a continued role for the Ray 
Scholarship Committee will be to help the Scholar pursue these flight training scholarships, 
post-secondary scholarships, and the local career opportunities to fund this additional flight 
training. 
 
After completing initial flight training, Scholars will be encouraged to continue work with the 
Chapter Scholarship Committee to mentor and support future scholarship recipients.  
 
We believe requiring participation and involvement of the Scholars parents in flight training 



and welcoming them to participate in Chapter activities will add additional support to the 
Scholar and entice them to stay engaged in aviation on a long term basis. 
 
Beyond normal Chapter 110 activities, we will also encourage our Scholars' continued 
involvement with Flight Club 502 and Project RV-12 Build, to both mentor and encourage 
future Ray Scholarship candidates. 
  

5. Please provide any additional commentary on how your chapter would engage 
and support Ray Aviation Scholarships recipients. 

Since 1963, EAA Chapter 110 has been a leader among active aviation groups at Bowman 
Field and Standiford Field. The various and diverse groups, which EAA members are 
associated with, include Vintage Warbirds, Inc., Louisville Executive Aviation, Inc., Louisville 
Aviation, Inc., Flight Club 502, Inc., Cardinal Wings Flight School, Inc., Central American 
Airways, Inc., the Organization of Black Aerospace Professionals (OBAP), UPS, Inc., 
Corporate Flight Departments, and the various and myriad individuals that own and fly 
airplanes based at the field. These groups of aviators are, generally, highly motivated to 
share their aviation experience and encourage participation by newcomers. They will 
certainly welcome our Ray Scholarship recipients into this aviation community. 
 
We see the Ray Scholarship opportunity as a way to reinvigorate our less active members, 
attract new and diverse members and generally give our chapter another platform to 
cheerlead for general aviation. We are excited by this opportunity and will work closely with 
EAA National to be the prototypical EAA Chapter in this endeavor long into the future.  
  

Other Chapter and Scholarship Information 
Does your chapter currently offer any other aviation scholarships? 

No  
 

Are there any youth, between the ages 16 – 19, which are currently involved with 
your chapter, and actively involved in flight training? 

Yes   
 

If yes, please explain. 

We have numerous young people between the ages of 16-19 currently involved with our 
chapter to varying degrees. One such individual has been a Young Eagle volunteer and 
frequent chapter activity attendee for the past several years. This aviation career-bound 
young man recently soloed on his 16th birthday and has now completed over 15 hours of 
student flight time. 
 
Two young men involved with the Project RV-12 Build project were selected and have 
completed the 2018 Kentucky Governor Scholars Program (KGSP). This is a highly 
competitive five-week program for outstanding high school students between their junior and 
senior years. The Program mission is to enhance Kentucky's next generation of civic and 
economic leaders, a similar mission shared by all of the EAA. Generous academic 
scholarship opportunities at in-state Kentucky colleges and Universities are offered to these 



students. Both individuals have volunteered to participate in every aspect of the Project RV-
12 Build project including displaying the airplane at the Bowman Heritage Festival and at the 
2018 AOPA Aviation Curriculum Symposium held in Louisville, KY., at the request of UPS. 
Additionally, they both attended EAA Oshkosh AirVenture 2018 as representatives of EAA 
Chapter 110. 
  

Does your chapter currently have a potential Ray Scholar in mind? 

Yes 
 

How much money do you estimate that it will cost a Ray Aviation Scholar to 
complete flight training in your area? 

Please estimate. An exact quote is not needed. 

$9,250.00   
 

1. How would your chapter recruit and/or select potential Ray Aviation Scholars? 

EAA Chapter 110 will not have a problem recruiting applicants for the Ray Aviation 
Scholarship. The Chapter 110 Young Eagle Program has flown thousands of young men and 
women since the inception of the program and this alone will provide multiple opportunities 
for selection of a potential Ray Aviation Scholar. The Chapter also has very strong 
relationships with various organizations throughout the area that promote aviation for the 
young and old alike. As a Ray Aviation Scholarship Chapter, these close relationships will 
further benefit us in our ability to recruit and select strong candidates as potential Scholars. 
 
FLIGHT SCHOOLS: 
The Chapter has an excellent relationship with local flight schools and independent CFI’s at 
Bowman Field who will guide potential Scholars towards our Chapter.  
 
FLIGHT CLUB 502 / PROJECT RV-12 BUILD: 
Flight Club 502 and its affiliated Project RV-12 Build, with over 140 excited aviation students 
on its roster, is already buzzing with excitement about the Ray Scholarship opportunity. The 
founder of Flight Club 502, Laura Benson-Jones, is a member of EAA Chapter 110 and was 
the recipient of the 1998 EAA Young Eagle Humanitarian of the Year award. When hearing 
of this scholarship opportunity, Laura stated, “Our kids can't wait to work with EAA Chapter 
110 and the Ray Scholarship team! There will be healthy and hyper citywide competition to 
see who earns the coveted Ray Aviation Scholarship! I love this!" 
 
The majority of the adults associated with this organization are active EAA members. The 
Ray Aviation Scholarship has been discussed with the Club membership and all have been 
invited to apply for selection. 
 
ORGANIZATION OF BLACK AEROSPACE PROFESSIONALS (“OBAP”): 
Louisville has an active OBAP Chapter that holds an annual Aviation Career Education 
(“ACE”) Academy session every summer at Bowman Field. This event is sponsored by The 
Academy at Shawnee High School, the Kentucky National Guard, Louisville Regional Airport 
Authority and United Parcel Service. The program is further supported by local Flight 
Schools at Bowman Field, several independent CFI’s, and EAA Chapter 110. This past 
summer, EAA Chapter 110 took 40 of the OBAP participates on Young Eagle Flights. 
Several of these OBAP participants have flown multiple Young Eagle flights with Chapter 
110 and wish to pursue careers in aviation. 
 



AVIATION/AEROSPACE CLUBS: 
Louisville’s Jefferson County Public Schools (JCPS), has several schools that offer an 
Aviation/Aerospace club activity including Moore High School, Male High School, Waggoner 
High School, and Eastern High School. Additionally, there are several Private Schools in the 
city that also have Aviation/Aerospace clubs, including Assumption High School, St. Xavier 
High School, Kentucky Country Day School, and Collegiate High School. 
  

2. Please give any additional commentary as to why you believe your local 
chapter should be selected as a Ray Aviation Scholarship Fund eligible chapter? 

We have attempted to document in our application how EAA Local Chapter 110 has a unique 
opportunity with so many strong relationships with youth organizations interested in aviation 
throughout the Louisville area. These organizations provide this Chapter a fertile field to 
recruit and nurture our Scholarship applicants. 
 
Our Chapter has supported and encouraged this burgeoning community of young aviators 
evolving at Bowman Field and we believe the EAA Ray Aviation Scholarship will become a 
cherished prize for the entire Louisville aviation community for many years to come. 
  

 


